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FROM FICTION TOWARDS AN ARCHITECTURAL CRITIQUE

Post-Petropolis is the story of conflicting natural and artificial landscapes; a speculative and theoretical 

proposal that explores today’s immense rate of consumption, our precipitous abuse of the landscape, 

and the planet’s scarce resources. The context is Alberta after the Oil Boom. What will we be doing, 

imagining and designing after this orgy of production and immorality? What should be done with all 

the industrial carcasses and disfigured land left behind once the industries have exhausted the land? 

Post-Petropolis questions whether it is possible to heal the colossal land scars caused by Oil Sand 

production with an architectural strategy that envisions the post-oil future of Alberta. 

Post-Petropolis is a fairy tale that tells the story of land, in a twelve-part fabular manifesto. Each fantasy 

finds its rationale with surreal and dystopian implications. An absurd ecological assault re-purposes the 

exhausted lands and glorifies the current irrational state of Alberta. This fairy tale is based on the belief 

that architecture with its visual capacity to comprehend space, people and time can provoke an 

alternative constituency and promote any utopian ideal. 

Surprising, speculative and vibrant fictional ideas act as a critique suggesting how an expanded 

architecture can influence the future. The first six dystopic drawings present as counter-factual 

proposals for the dynamic and fluxing fabric of the Oil Sand industry in Alberta; the final six utopian 

drawings provide enviro-conscience archetypes seen through different lenses. 

To talk of remedies is perhaps naïve. In response to the current ecological paradigm, Post-Petropolis 

proposes a muted fiction pro tem. Irrespective of how real the techno-science behind each scenario 

appears, none of the six fictional acts provides any concrete solution. The final drawings examine and 

interrogate possible futures; the fabricated mythology and cynical humour in the six archetypes explore 

how consumers ‘narrate’ the Earth. The highlighted values in each act are left for the reader to draw 

their own conclusion. 

This fairy tale carefully blends critical fiction with reality, and raises dialectical issues of diversity 

against convergence, responsibility against irresponsibility and ethics against aesthetics. The twelve-part 

fabular manifesto is an activist architectural project that postulates a visual dimension to the current 

environmental dilemma surrounding the Oil Sands in Canada. Consequently, as a theoretical 

architectural fantasy it aims to create a new prehensile reality for Alberta after the oil boom.
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